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This slide summarizes the main aims and topics of the lecture.



ONLY THE ABSORBED FRACTION OF THE RADIATION LEADS TO PHYSICAL,
CHEMICAL OR BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS.



To measure the absorbed fraction we define the absorbed dose. This quantity is
difficult to measure, therefore we use other dose definitions which could give a good
approximation of the absorbed dose. These are the exposure and KERMA. For
biological effects we consider the physical features of the radiation and also the
different sensitivity of different tissues. Therefore we use the equivalent dose and
the effective dose.



In order to explain the dose – effect curves we use the target theory for molecules,
and the molecular theory or linear quadratic model for living objects.



The indirect effects of radiation should be taken into account in water solutions such
as in living objects.



In order to choose the right type of radiation for radiotherapy (mostly of cancer) we
should consider various factors influencing the biological effects of radiation.
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ONLY THE ABSORBED FRACTION OF RADIATION LEADS TO PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL OR
BIOLOGIGAL EFFECTS



Therefore the absorbed dose is an important concept. Definition is: Absorbed dose
is the measure of the energy deposited in matter by ionizing radiation per unit mass.
See equation in the yellow box. The unit of the absorbed dose is J/kg = gray (Gy).



In the second equation the E is energy, c is the specific heat of matter (in this case
the specific heat for water (4 kJ·kg-1·K-1), since the human body is mainly water), ΔT is
the rise in temperature.



Note that even a nearly lethal dose in humans (8 gray) causes only 2 mK (milli Kelvin)
rise in the temperature, which is difficult to measure accurately.



We need to know the absorbed dose to reliably predict the biological effect of
ionizing radiations; however, it is difficult to measure the absorbed dose precisely.
Therefore other physical dose concepts have been developed as well, such as
exposure and KERMA.
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The exposure is an old concept; it was developed for X ray and γ radiation. Its symbol
is X.



Definition of X is: The amount of positive or negative charges generated by X ray or γ
radiation in air of unit mass during electron equilibrium. In the equation in the
yellow box, X is the exposure, ΔQ is the sum of the positive or negative charges, m is
the mass of observed volume. The unit of X is Coulomb/kg (C/kg).



In electron equilibrium the number of electrons entering and leaving the
observations volume is the same.



The generated charges can be determined very precisely. The exposure cannot be
used to accurately predict the biological effects of ionizing radiation (calculate the
precise absorbed dose) since the air and body tissues exhibit different properties
with respect to radiation. This difference can be taken into account by correction
factors; however these correction factors depend on the energy and the quality of
the radiation. Therefore, the precise corrections are difficult to make, and special
tables are needed for them.



Briefly, the exposure can be measured accurately; however, it is difficult to use it to
predict biological effects.
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In case of high energy radiation causing indirect ionization, the energy loss of the
incoming radiation is not identical to the energy absorbed by the target because
secondary radiation that is generated can have such high energy that it leaves the
volume for which the absorbed dose is analyzed.



The KERMA (Dk) is an acronym for “kinetic energy released per unit mass”. It is
defined as sum of the initial kinetic energies (Etr) of all the charged particles liberated
by ionizing radiation in a sample matter, divided by the mass of the sample. (Dk =
ΔEtr/Δm). The SI unit of KERMA is the gray, the same as the unit of absorbed dose.
However, KERMA can be different from absorbed dose, depending on the energies
involved.



For low-energy photons, KERMA is numerically approximately the same as absorbed
dose. For higher-energy photons, KERMA is larger than absorbed dose because some
highly energetic secondary electrons and X-rays escape the region of interest before
depositing their energy. The escaping energy is counted in KERMA, but not in
absorbed dose.



The KERMA can be measured with high accuracy with the help of a special
calorimeter where the wall of the calorimeter prevents the escape of energy of high
energy particles. This way from the temperature rise of the wall and the matter in the
calorimeter the KERMA can be determined.



From the KERMA the absorbed dose can be approximated using tables of conversion
coefficients at different energy levels of radiation.
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Equivalent dose is a dose quantity H representing the stochastic health effects of
ionizing radiation on the human body. It is derived from the physical quantity
absorbed dose, but also takes into account the biological effectiveness of the
radiation, which is dependent on the radiation type and energy. In the SI system of
units, the unit of measure is the sievert (Sv).



Equivalent dose HT is calculated using the mean absorbed dose deposited in body
tissue or organ T, multiplied by the radiation weighting factor WR which is dependent
on the type and energy of the radiation R.



Note that the α radiation is 20 times more effective in destroying biomolecules in the
human body than X ray or γ photons when the α emitting isotope is inside the body.



Similarly, the neutron radiation (in given energy ranges) can also be very dangerous
since the neutron having no charge can interact with the nucleus of an atom and can
generate radioactive isotope within the body.
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Effective dose (E) is the tissue-weighted sum of the equivalent doses in all specified
tissues and organs of the human body and represents the stochastic health risk to the
whole body. It takes into account the type of radiation and the nature of each organ
or tissue being irradiated, and enables summation of organ doses due to varying
levels and types of radiation, both internal and external, to produce an overall
calculated effective dose. The SI unit for effective dose is the sievert (Sv).



To obtain an effective dose, the calculated absorbed organ dose DT is first corrected
for the radiation type using factor WR to give a weighted average of the equivalent
dose quantity HT received in irradiated body tissues, and the result is further
corrected for the tissues or organs being irradiated using factor W T, to produce the
effective dose quantity E. See equation in yellow box.



Some tissues like bone marrow are particularly sensitive to radiation, so they are
given a tissue-specific weighting factor that is disproportionally large relative to the
fraction of body mass they represent. Other tissues like the hard bone surface are
particularly insensitive to radiation and are assigned a disproportionally low tissuespecific weighting factor.



Note that the sum of the tissue-specific weighting factors is 1! That is, tissue
weighting factors summate to 1.0, so that if an entire body is irradiated with
uniformly penetrating external radiation, the effective dose for the entire body is
equal to the equivalent dose for the entire body. The tissue-specific weighting factors
tell us the contribution of specific tissues to the whole body damage. If only part of
the body is irradiated, then only those regions are used to calculate the effective
dose.
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Dose-effect curves are defined by plotting the ratio (N/N0) of the number (N) of
individuals (objects) not having suffered radiation damage (inactivation) and the
number (N0) of all individuals (objects) on the ordinate logarithmically (or linearly) as
a function of radiation dose (abscissa) usually using linear scale.



This diagram is often called as survival curve as the effect of irradiation is often the
termination of viability.



In case of biomolecules (enzymes, DNA, RNA etc.) the target theory works
appropriately to describe the dose effect curves of these molecules.



For live cells even the complicated forms of target theory are not suitable to describe
the surviving curves of living objects. In this case it is important which biomolecules
are the targets and the fact that live cells have repair mechanisms, so the time factor
should be included as well.
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According to the target theory radiation effects occur when the biological object
(target) are hit by the ionizing particle. The three dimensional “target” is a volume
where the ionizing radiation not only travels through but also triggers ionization as
well, and this is known as a “hit”.



Since there are two possible outcomes, the ionizing radiation either hits the target
volume or not, this probabilistic event can be described by the binomial distribution.
However, under special circumstances (probability, p of hitting the target volume is
small, number of hits, n is high and n·p is a positive number and constant and gives
the average number of hits), the binomial distribution can be approximated very well
by the Poisson distribution.



The ionization density (i) is proportional with the dose (D), so with the correct choice
of the unit of D we obtain the equation in the first yellow box. In this equation Pn will
give the probability of having exactly n hits in the radiation sensitive volume.



The simplest case is when only one hit is necessary to inactivate the target. If k hits
are needed for the complete inactivation of the target, then every object that has k-1
or fewer hits is a “survivor”, i.e. it remains active. The survival rate (N/N0) can be
determined by adding up the probabilities of surviving fractions of objects, i.e. P0, P1,
P2, …Pk-1, as seen in the equations in the blue-yellow box.
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You can see the same survival curves when different k hits are needed to inactivate
biomolecules on both graphs, the only difference is that on the left graph linear scale
is used on the ordinate, on the right graph logarithmic scale.



In the simplest case, when one hit is enough to inactivate the molecule, the survival
curve is described with the equation in the first yellow box. In this case the survival
curve will be linear on the logarithmic scale, right graph, grey line.



If k hits are needed to inactivate the object, the survival curves will have shoulders
even on the right graph, where logarithmic scale is used on the ordinate. Even though
a single exponential looks linear on a logarithmic plot, the sum of more exponentials
is not linear on a logarithmic plot, instead it has a shoulder!! The width of the
shoulder depends on number of hits (k).



When k is 1, D37 can be determined, this is the dose where 1/e, i.e. 37% portion of
the molecules survive. At this dose the number of ionizations is equal with the
number of molecules present, so all the molecules could have been inactivated if we
had been able to evenly distribute the ionizations (i.e. one ionization per one
molecule). However we are not able to do that, so there is a chance that an already
inactivated molecule will be ionized again (2 hits), and as a result some will not get a
hit, and this 37% of the molecules will survive at this dose.



From D37 the radiosensitive volume (V) of the molecules can be determined, and
from V even the molecular weight of the biomolecule can be estimated (e.g. in case
of membrane proteins).
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Survival curves of mammalian cells are shown on the graph. (HeLa human cancer cell
line, CHO Chinese hamster ovary cell line, T1 mouse leukemic cell line.) Even if the
complicated multi-target multi-hit model of the target theory is used, the curves
cannot be described properly. The molecular theory is the proper choice in this case.



There is a statement that in mammalian cells the crucial radiation damage is the DNA
damage, which is true for the following reason: although during irradiation the lipids
and the proteins can be destroyed as well, in live cell this can be corrected properly
so long as the DNA is intact (for exception at high ionization conditions see page 27).



In cancer therapy, using high dose of radiation, we can kill the cancer cells
immediately.

However at the high dose the neighboring normal cells will be

damaged as well. In cancer therapy we do not have to kill the tumor cells
immediately, it is enough to stop the cell growth, the cell proliferation, i.e. to cause
clonogenic death. For that purpose the DNA damage is crucial. Live, non-proliferating
tumor cells will be eliminated from the organism by the immune system.


The slide lists several lines of evidence that the DNA damage has crucial role in
radiation damage.
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Ionizing radiation can irreversibly damage purine and pyrimidine bases, chemical
bonds can be broken in the deoxyribose phosphate ester chain, causing single strand
break. DNA repair mechanism can correct these mistakes using the intact DNA strand
as template.



According to the molecular theory the critical molecule is the DNA double strand, and
the critical damage is the double strand break.



Under certain circumstances molecular mechanisms can repair damaged DNA
molecules and, depending on the degree of repair the final biological effect of the
radiation is also modified.



Double strand breaks (DSB) can occur in one step as the breakage of the two helices
can occur at the same time by the same ionizing particle (A figure), or can be
generated by co-operative interaction of two neighboring single strand breaks (SSB,
figure B). According to the strength of the hydrogen bridges, two SSBs occurring
within the length of twelve base pairs can lead to DSBs.



The exp(-αD) gives the probability that the DSB happens as a result of one event, the
exp(-βD2) gives the probability that the DSB happens as a result of two independent
events (SSBs). The equation describing the molecular or linear-quadratic model is
written in the yellow box.



In figure C components of the linear-quadratic model are given.



The explanation obtaining the D2 term is also explained in the slide.
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Please note that direct ionization (happening in case of α and β radiation) and
indirect ionization (in case of X ray and γ photons) are different from the direct and
indirect effect of radiation. In the latter case radicals (atoms and molecules with
unpaired electrons) play a crucial role.



Direct effect of radiation is when the biomolecule is only directly hit and inactivated
by the ionizing radiation.



In diluted water solutions ionizing radiations have much higher probability to ionize
water molecules than solute molecules, because water molecules are more abundant
than solute molecules.



Ionization of water molecules leads to formation of radicals, and the radicals can
diffuse to the solute biomolecules and cause chemical damage.



Thus, in dilute solutions, indirect radiation damage is more likely to happen, while in
dried state or in crystallized form of the biomolecules, only direct radiation damage
can occur.
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During radiolysis of water radicals are generated from the ionized water, and the
most important radicals are H • , OH • , and solvated electrons e-water. The black dot •
symbolizes the unpaired electron. The OH • is very dangerous, it is neutral, and it is
not repelled by the charged molecules (e.g. DNA), but it can crosslink biomolecules
and destroy chemical bonds as well.



Recombination between H • and OH • can also happen and that process can decrease
the possible damage of the biomolecules.
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On the graph the activity of ribonuclease enzyme is plotted on the ordinate on a
logarithmic scale as a function of irradiating dose.



Please note that a much smaller dose is needed to inactivate the same percentage of
enzyme molecules in water solution. Comparing the D 37 values in dried state and
water solution we can tell that in water solution only 1% of the enzyme molecules
are inactivated by direct hit, 99% of the damage is caused by indirect effect i.e. by
water-derived radicals.



In water molecules the target volume “increases” (blue shaded circle) so we do not
have to hit the radiosensitive volume of the enzyme molecule directly to cause
damage, it is enough if we ionize a water molecule in the vicinity of the enzyme
molecule to obtain inactivation.



The radius of the circle is determined by the lifetime and the diffusion rate of the
radicals.



With increasing the dilution, the volume containing a single target molecule can get
so large that radicals from water will have a chance of recombination before reaching
the target. Beyond this limit, further dilution will not only increase the target volume,
but also decrease the efficiency of radiation damage by radicals, eventually reaching
an optimal sensitivity (minimum D37).
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The slides list the various factors influencing the radiation sensitivity.



The ionization density and penetration depth has been discussed previously, in the
next four slides the biological significance of these factors will be discussed in detail.



The biological variation, the time factor, the effect of metabolism, temperature and
oxygen will also be discussed in the subsequent slides.
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The extent of radiation damage depends on ionization density (LET). The α and β
radiation cannot penetrate deep into the skin. These radiations can generate
systemic effects only if they can get into the organism, like swallowing or injecting
isotopes that emit α or β particles.



In radiation biology the relative biological effectiveness (often abbreviated as RBE) is
the ratio of biological effectiveness of one type of ionizing radiation relative to
another, given the same amount of absorbed energy. The RBE is an empirical value
that varies depending on the particles, energies involved, and the biological effects
that are deemed relevant.



As reference, X ray with the 250 keV (DR) is used, and the DR is divided by the dose of
the test radiation (DX) having the same biological effect to calculate the RBE.



The RBE shows a maximum as a function of LET (see the figure). Note that the LET is
plotted on the abscissa having logarithmic scale.



The explanation why the curve has a maximum is explained on the next slide.
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Different types of radiation have different biological effectiveness mainly because
they transfer their energy to the tissue in different ways. Photons and β particles
have a low linear energy transfer coefficient, meaning that they ionize atoms in the
tissue that are spaced by several hundred nanometers apart, along their path. In
contrast, the much more massive α particles and protons leave a denser trail of
ionized atoms in their wake, spaced around a nanometer apart (i.e., less than threefive hundreds of the typical distance between ionizations for photons and β
particles).



The distance between the two helices of the DNA is 2 nm i.e. 20 angstrom (Å). So if
the track of an α particle crosses the DNA strand, there is a high chance for double
strand breaks.



If the LET of the α particle is such that the α particle ionizes 2 nm apart, the
maximum value in RBE can be observed. If we double the energy of the α particle, its
LET will be higher, so that the α particle ionizes 1 nm apart (very right track on the
figure). However, these double density of ionization causes no further biological
effect, since the extra inoization event occurs between the helices and causes no
extra damage, so this is an overkill situation. However in the calculation of RBE,
twice the energy is used in the denominator, so the RBE value will decrease from the
maximum value.
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The range of α radiation in tissue is short (10-100 µm) therefore α radiation of an
isotope outside the body reaches only the body surface (top left figure). The only
possibility to transmit such radiation into the volume to be irradiated is to introduce
the isotope itself into the target. In order to achieve this, the isotope is bound to a
carrier molecule (usually antibody) which binds to the tumor cells thus the isotope
exerts its effect in close proximity. Another option is the surgical implantation of the
radiation source in the vicinity of the tumor (brachytherapy), however, this is used
mainly with β emitting isotopes.



β radiation has limited possibilities in cancer therapy since the energy spectrum is
continuous, and the penetration depth is only a few centimeters. Accelerated
electrons are more suitable, since the energy of the electrons can be controlled by
accelerators, and all the electrons have the same energy so the electron beam has a
determined effective range. However, even 20 MeV electrons have only 7 cm
penetration depth, so only superficial tumors can the treated (top right figure).



In proton therapy, medical personnel use a particle accelerator (cyclotron) to target a
tumor with a beam of protons. Because of their relatively large mass, protons have
little lateral side scatter in the tissue; the beam does not broaden much, stays
focused on the tumor, and delivers only low-dose side effects to surrounding tissue.
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All protons of a given energy have a certain penetration range; very few protons
penetrate beyond that distance. The energy deposition of the protons is the highest
the end of the path (this is the so called Bragg peak) and the ionization density is 4-10
times higher than the ionization density at the beginning of the beam. In addition, by
setting the energy of the proton beam, the position of the Bragg peak can be
determined and focused on the tumor (bottom left figure).


In addition proton particles do not deposit exit dose, which allows proton therapy to
spare normal tissues distal to the tumor target. This is particularly useful for treating
eye tumors, spinal tumors, head and neck tumors because of the anatomic
constraints encountered in nearly all cancers in this region. The dosimetric advantage
unique to proton therapy translates into toxicity reduction. The disadvantage of this
approach is that it is costly; the cyclotrons are expensive so limited number of proton
therapy centers are in the world.



Both γ and hard X ray photons can be used in therapy, however the photons are
generated through different processes. Consequently the spectra of the γ photons
are discrete, while that of the X ray is continuous. The energy deposition in the tissue
(relative deep dose) is also different for the two types of radiations (bottom right
figure), the γ radiation loses its energy steeply, while the hard X ray has a maximum
in the relative deep dose. The reason for the maximum is that the high energy
electrons generated by photoeffect, Compton effect and pair production can exit
through the surface of the tissue, but beyond a certain depths all the energy of the
electron remain in the tissue. In order to decrease the damage of the normal tissue,
rotating irradiation or a gamma-knife is applied as discussed in the next slide.
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During irradiation of the tumor the surrounding normal tissues are also damaged. In
order to decrease the damage of the normal tissues a rotating radiation source can
be applied as shown in the top figure. In this case the source of radiation is rotated
around an axis that passes through the target tissue so no matter which direction the
radiation is emitted the target is always radiated, whereas healthy tissues are
irradiated for a short period of time.



More advanced approaches use a radiation source that is moved around a 3D surface
to further optimize target damage and sparing of normal tissues. This is called
stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT).



The radiation source usually emits hard X-rays generated by cyclotron-accelerated
electrons



The basic idea behind the gamma knife (bottom figure) is that instead of rotating a
single radiation source, it is possible to focus multiple radiation sources on a target
from different directions simultaneously. Approximately 200 radiation sources
(usually

60Co

isotope) are placed on the surface of hemisphere. The beams are

directed to a common point, the center of the sphere. A stereotaxic frame is fixed on
the patient’s head and is used to help targeting.


The gamma-knife is suitable for the treatment of brain tumors without open skull
operation.
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The radiation sensitivity depends not only on the type of radiation but also on the
nature of the irradiated biological object (see also effective dose, WT and RBE).



Radiation sensitivity of proliferating cells depends mostly on the phase of the cell
cycle. Cells in M and G2 phase are the most sensitive to radiation. This property of
cells is exploited during the treatments of tumors assuming that tumorous cells
proliferate faster than normal cells so they are more sensitive to radiation. Most cell
lines are least sensitive to ionizing radiations at the end of the S phase of the cell
cycle. The explanation for this observation is given in the next slide.



According to experimental observations, the faster a tissue needs to proliferate for
maintenance of the body, the higher its radiation sensitivity is. In the table we can
see that the lymphatic tissues are the most sensitive to radiation, and the nervous
tissues the least sensitive. Nerve cells divide very-very rarely.
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During evolution a checkpoint system has been developed. The role of this system is
to check whether all the DNA of the cells has been copied and the copying happened
correctly. If there is a mistake the cell cycle cannot go from S phase to G2 phase until
the mistakes are corrected. If the mistakes are not corrected in time, the cell cycle is
stopped and cell will go through apoptosis.



For this checkpoint system is does not matter whether the mistakes were caused by
the imprecision of the DNA polymerase (which can also produce mistakes) or by
ionizing radiation. The checkpoint system will correct almost all the mistakes by the
end of the S phase. This is why the cells are the least sensitive to radiation in late S
phase.
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The radiation sensitivity of biological systems also depends on the time interval over
which they absorb the radiation dose. By dividing the dose over certain time intervals
and dose fractions, radiation resistance can be increased. Dose fractionation is of
great significance in the treatment of malignant tumors. The size of the fraction and
the time intervals greatly influence the biological effect of a fractioned irradiation.
The figure shows that if we wait several hours (at least four hours) in the linear
region of the dose curve before administering the next dose, the survival capacity of
cells increases significantly.



The reason for the behavior is that between dose fractions the cells can correct most
of the DNA damage caused by ionizing radiation. Tumor cells can also recover
partially but the checkpoint mechanism of the tumors cells are usually not as strict as
that of normal cells, or may be entirely absent. Therefore the differences between
the radiation sensitivity between tumor and normal cells can be increased
significantly by fractionation.



The radiation sensitivity of living organism also depends on the metabolic intensity of
the organism. Cells with a higher metabolic rate usually have higher radiation
sensitivity. Since the rate of metabolism increases with temperature, a temperature
increase also leads to higher radiation sensitivity.
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The effect of oxygen can be readily explained by the theory of water activation by
radiation. The presence of oxygen facilitates the formation of highly reactive radicals.



OER (oxygen enhancement ratio): the ratio of doses generating equal surviving
fractions under hypoxic and normoxic conditions.



Sensitivity to oxygen concentration can be observed in mammalian cells which are
more sensitive to the effects of radiation at normal oxygen concentration than under
hypoxic conditions (top left figure). This factor needs to be considered too when
irradiating tumor tissues as their blood supply is often poorer than that of normal
tissues and tumorous tissues are therefore generally hypoxic (top right figure).



Hypoxic tumors were cured less efficiently as shown in the bottom figure.
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Beneficial effect of fractionation is shown in this scheme. The fractionation will help
not only the repair but also the reoxygenation of tissues. During fractionation the
tumor surface becomes normoxic layer by layer and sensitive to radiation and the
size of the tumor decreases.
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The table summarizes the symptoms of radiation exposure.



Please note that above 30 Gy the central nervous system is affected and the patient
will die within one or two days. In this case the major damage is not DNA damage but
damages of the lipids are so extensive that the synapses of the nervous system are
not working properly.
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